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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon.  Thank you for joining me to review the Clearinghouse reports.  We will be taking questions at the end of the session.  Please contact me after the webinar for further discussion on particular areas important to your individual jurisdiction process. I am happy to set up individual jurisdiction follow-on sessions.A new Reports Guide for the Clearinghouse has been published on the IRP website on the IRPCH documentation page.  It is a companion document to this training with details on the reports and a snapshot of each. A link to the document was sent to you in the reminder for this webinar.This webinar will be recorded and made available on the IRP website.  



Purpose

Review Clearinghouse 
reports to promote a greater 
understanding of the data  
and increase the value to the 
jurisdictions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this session is to review the clearinghouse data so that jurisdiction personnel can use the data effectively to accomplish their mission.   Throughout the session I will integrate the answers to questions that are posed frequently about the data.  At the end of the session, the attendees should understand the data that is available on the reports and be able to access the data in the most efficient manner.



Agenda

• Types /Access/General Format of 
Reports 

• Pre Netting Report
• Post Netting Reports
• Recap Reports
• Carrier and Fleet Reports
• Data Return
• Special Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will first review some general aspects of all Clearinghouse reports and the different ways to access reports.  Then we move into the pre netting and post netting phases and review reports that are associated with the activities in each phase.  We will continue to drill down into the recap and carrier/fleet reports and finally, we will review the data return and special reports. 



Types of Reports

• Immediate Access (PDF)
– Click on PRINT Button on Screen

• Requested (PDF)
– On-line request – enter parameters

• Automatically Generated (PDF)
– Generated as part of netting operation

• Data Return (Flat File)
– On-line request – enter parameters

• Special (Multi Format)
– Contact IRP to discuss requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will begin by describing the five types of reports that are available in the Clearinghouse.Most reports can be accessed immediately by pressing the print button on the screen where you are reviewing the data.  In some cases, you will be prompted to enter parameters for the report. An example is indicating audit only recaps or selecting a particular netting period date for the Post netting summary report.There are a few very large reports which require the user to request the report.  In this case, the user will go to a specific button on the screen or to a different screen to input parameters.  These reports take some time to generate.  Some of the reports are over a 1000 pages long. Ex. Pre Netting Details and the recap detail reports.  After you request the report, you will have to check back later in the reports folder to determine when the report is available.    Automatically generated reports are available in a reports folder after the netting operation.  These reports are usually available the morning of the 16th of the month.  As an example, the Post Netting Details report for each jurisdiction is run automatically and available after the netting in the Post Netting Reports folder.The data return function produces a special flat file report of all Clearinghouse data elements associated with all recaps for the base jurisdiction for a monthly period.  The jurisdiction receives a file that is in the exact format as they use to send data to the Clearinghouse.  It includes all data that pertains to their jurisdiction for the past month.  And finally, we have special reports.  These are custom reports that are designed based on requirements from a jurisdiction.  These reports typically aggregate a certain part of the data for a certain period of time and may be in several different formats.  Please contact me to discuss any special reports.



General Report Format

• Name of Report
• Date and Time stamp
• Page numbers
• Date Range of data
• Indication of All, Regular or Audit Recap 

Types
• Confidentiality Statement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, all reports will include the name of the report and date and time stamp in the header information.  Many reports will also include a date range for the data and an indication whether the report includes all recaps, only audit recaps or only regular recaps.   At the bottom of each report there is a confidentiality statement which reminds the user that the data is sensitive and needs to be protected in accordance with the Clearinghouse Services Agreement that the jurisdiction signed upon joining the Clearinghouse. 



Optional Data

Reminder: Some of the 
fields on reports will not 
contain data as the field is 
designated as ‘optional’ 
and the jurisdictions are 
not required to sent the 
data 100% of the time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you review Clearinghouse reports and see a field where the data is missing, it is because the data is ‘optional’.  With the new Clearinghouse, all required data is validated upon loading to the database.   Some jurisdictions send optional data most of the time.  Some jurisdictions send optional data some of the times and some jurisdictions do not send optional data at all.  You can review data items and whether they are required or optional in the Clearinghouse Specification Appendix B.



Pre Netting

• Recap Errors Summary Report
• Recap Errors Details Report
• Pre Netting Summary Report
• Pre Netting Details Report
• Pre Netting History Summary Report
• Pre Netting History Details Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will start with the pre netting reports.  We will review recap error summary and details reports, pre netting summary and detail reports and the pre netting history summary and detail reports.  All of these reports are available from the time the jurisdiction sends the data file for netting until the netting is complete on the 15th day of the month.  The Pre netting Summary and Details reports turn in to History reports once the netting operation has been completed.   The history reports begin with the December 2010 netting and will be available for 36 months.



Recap Errors Summary 
Immediate Access  - PRINT button on Recap Errors Summary screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recap errors summary report includes file size and error details of the files transmitted to the Clearinghouse. This report is available back to the first netting in the new Clearinghouse 12/15/10.  The availability of past data on this report is a new feature of the Clearinghouse 3.0.  There are many uses for the report.  First and most important is to determine any actions necessary for correcting recaps prior to netting. This historical data on this report can be used to determine file sizes and trends and determine duplicate files transmitted in different netting periods.  This report is immediately accessed by clicking on the PRINT button on the Recap Errors Summary screen.



Recap Errors Detail

A list of Fee Types and Error Codes and Descriptions is found in 
the Clearinghouse Specification Appendix E and F.

Immediate Access  - PRINT button on Recap Errors Detail screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Recap Errors Detail report includes specific details related to errors.  The details on this report will provide all of the information necessary for making corrections.  Recap identification information including Account numbers, registration year, fleet and supplement numbers are provided to isolate and assist in correction of any errors. When necessary, you can refer to the Fee Type codes and Error codes in the Clearinghouse Specification Appendix E and F.   The error codes in Appendix F include further details for the action that needs to be taken to correct the error.To access the report, click on the Print button on the Recap Errors Details screen.      



Pre Netting Summary Report

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

All, Audit, Regular
Base Jurisdiction  Name

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Pre Netting Summary screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s turn to the most accessed report in the Clearinghouse and take a look at the data.  The Pre netting summary report is used by jurisdictions to verify that data transmitted to the CH is accurate and balances with  internal reports. The report lists the carrier registration fees and credits that the base jurisdiction has transmitted to the CH for each of the foreign jurisdictions for a specific netting date.  The numbers on this report are associated with only the base jurisdiction accounts.    All of the data summarized on this report tracks back to the base jurisdiction carrier accounts.  This report is only accessible by the base jurisdiction.  Other jurisdictions do not have access to the data in this format.  The foreign jurisdictions will see the data only as it applies to their jurisdiction on the Post netting reports.The Date Range will reflect the earliest  registration pay date and the latest registration pay date for all recaps included in the summary.To generate the report, first select the recap type – All, Audit, or regular,.  Then press the PRINT button on the pre netting summary screen. On the top portion of the report each participating foreign jurisdiction is listed.  Canadian jurisdiction reports will include Canadian dollar fees and US dollar fees.  US reports will include only US dollar fee.  A total for all jurisdiction fees excluding the base jurisdiction’s fees allows the jurisdiction to view the total transmitted to net for the month with other participating jurisdictions.  



Pre Netting Summary Con’t

Canadian 
Jurisdictions 
Only

Canadian 
Jurisdictions 
Only

Note:  The Pre Netting Summary data can also be downloaded 
to an MS Excel spreadsheet for sorting and segregating for the 
purpose of balancing for the month.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom half of the report includes non participating jurisdictions.  Canadian jurisdiction reports will include both Canadian dollar non participating jurisdictions and US dollar non participating jurisdictions.    At the very bottom there will be a total for Canadian dollar funds and US dollar funds as appropriate.  Canadian Reports will show both.It is important to remember that on this report, references to Canadian and US apply to the type of currency.  For US Currency, Canadian jurisdictions will be listed along with US jurisdictions and included in one total since the category is for US dollars.   To assist with the verification of totals and balancing each month, the Pre netting summary data can be directly downloaded to an MS Excel file for further manipulation.  There is a button on the screen that will perform this function.



Pre Netting Details

Following the listing of all recaps for each jurisdiction, the following totals are provided:

A positive Carrier 
Credit equals a 
negative Carrier 
Total  which 
decreases the base 
jurisdiction’s liability 
for the month.

Requested by REQUEST FOR ALL RECAPS Button on Pre Netting 
Summary screen  AND automatically generated as part of netting operation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Pre netting details report is a very large report that can be requested by clicking on the Request for all Recaps button on the pre netting summary screen after the jurisdiction has loaded recaps to the database.  This report does take some time to process.  Once available, the report will be filed in the Pre Netting Reports folder.  Additionally, when the netting operation is complete, all pre netting detail reports (that include all recaps sent for netting) are automatically run and are available in the reports folder.At this point, I want to discuss the Carrier Credit field.  A positive number in the Carrier Credit column equals a negative Carrier Total.  This, in turn, decreases the base jurisdiction’s liability for the month – or in other words what they owe.  In the next couple of slides I will also discuss the carrier credit field as it pertains to audit transactions.The pre netting details report includes a list of all base jurisdiction accounts and associated fees for each foreign jurisdiction.  All of the accounts and carriers listed on this report belong to the base jurisdiction.   Audit recaps and regular recaps will be listed and totaled separately for each foreign jurisdiction.  At the end of the report a grand total for All, Regular and audit recaps for all foreign jurisdictions is included.       



Credit Fee and Audit Recaps

• For an audit that results in an underpayment 
from the carrier –
– The base jurisdiction sends a negative credit 

fee which indicates the fees that the base 
jurisdiction collects from the carrier due to be 
distributed to the foreign jurisdictions.  This fee 
will display as a positive amount in the Carrier 
Fee column and increases the base 
jurisdiction’s liability.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many times, the credit fee is associated with Audit recaps so I Have included a few guidelines that will help you to interpret the data.   You can find more about the Clearinghouse fields and how they are applied to Audit transactions by reviewing the Data Dictionary in Appendix E of the Clearinghouse specification.Let’s take as a first example that an audit results in an underpayment from the carrier.  In this case, the base jurisdiction sends a negative credit fee to the CH.  This amount indicates the fees that the base jurisdiction collects from the carrier and distributes to the appropriate foreign jurisdictions.  This amount will show as a positive amount in the Carrier Fee column.  Therefore, this amount increases the base jurisdictions’ liability – or what they owe. 



Credit Fee and Audit Recaps Con’t

• For an audit that results in an overpayment
by the carrier –
– The base jurisdiction sends a positive credit 

fee to indicate the fees that are due back to 
the carrier as a result of the audit.  The 
amount will display in the Credit Fee field and 
decreases the base jurisdiction’s liability.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s take a look at an audit that results in an overpayment by the carrier.  In this case, the base jurisdiction will send a positive amount in the credit fee field.  This indicates that the fees are due back to the carrier. This amount will display in the Credit fee fields as a positive number and therefore will decrease the base jurisdiction’s liability for that month.The credit fee field and various adjustment and audit transactions generate a lot of discussion and questions.  Feel free at any time to contact me to discuss a specific transaction and interpretation.   



Pre Netting History Summary/Details

• Same Format as Pre Netting Summary 
and Details

• Automatically generated during the 
netting operation

• Pre Netting Summary available through 
PRINT button on screen.

• Pre Netting Details available in Reports 
Folder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retaining data in it’s pre netting format is a new feature of the Clearinghouse.  The Pre netting Summary and Details history reports are new and will be the same format as the reports we just reviewed.  The Pre netting History summary report can be generated by clinking on the print button on the pre netting history summary screen.  The Pre Netting History Details report will be automatically run immediately following the netting operation.  Previous history reports will be stored in the Pre netting Reports Folder.That concludes our pre netting reports and now we will move to the post netting phase.



Post Netting

• Post Netting Summary
• Post Netting Details
• Remittance Netting
• EFT Funding
• Payment Status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are five reports for Post Netting data.   The Post Netting Summary and Details and Remittance Netting reports are specific reports to the base jurisdiction.  Other jurisdictions do not have access to the reports.  There are two different EFT Funding and Payment Status Reports.  One report is for the Canadian Jurisdictions and includes Canadian dollar fees.  The other is for US jurisdictions and only includes us fees.



Post Netting Summary

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Post Netting Summary screen 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Post Netting Summary Report list the Registration fees and credits that each foreign jurisdiction has collected for the base jurisdiction for that netting period.  The fees on this report are broken down by fee type.   At the end of the listing of all Foreign jurisdictions, the total for each Fee Type is displayed.   Not all jurisdictions send fees broken down by fee type.  All of the numbers on this report are associated with foreign jurisdiction accounts.  The For Dates Paid area will list the range of all registration pay dates contained in the detailed data.  Although this range is generally within the bounds of the previous months, there are some circumstances where transactions paid in previous months will be included. Before a post Netting Summary report is generated, the user will select All, audit only or regular recaps for generating the report.Only Canadian jurisdiction reports will include Canadian Dollar fees.The Vehicle Count column on this report includes a number of total vehicles, by distinct Vehicle Identification Number (or VIN), that corresponds to the total registration fees sent by the foreign jurisdiction.     



Post Netting Details

Audit Recaps are segregated in the second half of the report:

Automatically generated during netting operation – found in Post Netting 
Reports Folder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Post Netting Details report is a large report listing all account from each foreign jurisdiction paying registration fees to the base jurisdiction for that netting period.  The report is automatically generated during the netting operation and can be found in the Post netting Reports folder.The first half of the report includes all regular recaps.  Recap identification information, along with the carrier name, and vehicle count is displayed.  All fees are broken out by fee type when the foreign jurisdiction has sent the fees in this way.  All registration data and fees for a registration year will be displayed together and totaled.   In the second half of the report all audit recaps are presented. Generally, a fee type and vehicle count will not be associated with an audit recap.  Again, the audit recaps will be segregated by registration year.The very last section of the report will include a grand total of all regular, audit and combined recaps for all jurisdictions.



Remittance Netting
Immediate Access – PRINT button on Remittance Netting screen

Fees collected by the 
base jurisdiction for 
each foreign jurisdiction

Fees collected by the foreign 
jurisdiction for the base 
jurisdiction

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

To EFT 
Funding 
Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Remittance Netting Report summarizes the fees collected by the base jurisdiction for each foreign jurisdiction and the fee collected by each foreign jurisdiction for the base jurisdiction.   The result is a net total that the base jurisdiction owes to the jurisdiction or receives from the jurisdiction for the netting period.  The total net is the payment that the jurisdiction submits to the Clearinghouse or receives from the Clearinghouse for the month.  This total will appear on the EFT Funding Report.  A negative number indicates the amount that the jurisdiction owes for funding the Clearinghouse that month.The Remittance Netting report is immediately accessed by clicking on the PRINT button on the Remittance Netting screen.



EFT Funding Report
Immediate Access – PRINT button on EFT Funding screen

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each month, I send a copy of the EFT Funding Report to all Clearinghouse users on the 16th of the month to notify all of the results of the netting.  This is probably the most recognized Clearinghouse report.  The report can be run immediately by pressing the PRINT button on the EFT Funding Screen after a netting period has been selected from the drop down box.  This report can be generated for all prior netting periods for the last 36 months.US jurisdiction reports will display US dollar funds only. Some jurisdictions use this to predict Clearinghouse funds that will be distributed to them each month.  By reviewing previous years EFT Funding Reports trends can help determine and estimate funds to your jurisdiction.  



Payment Status

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Payment Status screen

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Payment Status Report has two parts – the first part summarizes the fees due to the Clearinghouse by owing jurisdictions.  The second half of the report displays the fees that are disbursed to receiving jurisdictions for the netting period.In the first part of the report, all jurisdictions are listed who will send fees to fund the Clearinghouse for that month.  Canadian jurisdictions will be able to access the first part of the report which provides the jurisdictions owing Canadian dollar funds.  When each amount is received or posted at the Clearinghouse account, the amount and date received is entered into the system and appears on the report.   This continues until the time that a payment to receiving jurisdictions is required.



Payment Status Con’t

Canadian 
jurisdictions 
only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the second half of the report, the fees transferred to jurisdictions from the Clearinghouse bank are posted.  On the payment date, the First Payment column will be populated with amounts for each jurisdiction receiving funds.  If the Clearinghouse is not fully funded by the payment date, a Second payment amount will be calculated once all funds are received.  The Payment Status report records these actions and is provides the history of when all funds were received and paid from the Clearinghouse.  This report is available for every netting period for the past 36 months.  To access the report, you will click on the Print button on the Payment Status screen and the PDF report will display immediately. 



Recap

• Recap Information
• Recap Detail 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will move to recap specific reports – Recap Information and Recap Detail.   



Recap Information

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Recap Information screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Recap Information report is available immediately after clicking the Print Button on the Recap Information screen for a particular recap.  Accessing a particular recap screen can be accomplished in several ways – for example drilling down in to the information from the Pre netting details screen, using the recap search screen or the carrier and fleet search.  The report provides the registration fee information related to one recap defined by the registration year, account number, fleet number and supplement number.  Each jurisdiction where the vehicle travels is listed with associated distance and fee amounts.  Additionally, miles are designated as first or second year estimated or actual.  Totals for each type of distance are provided at the bottom of the report.In the header for this report the US DOT number, Tax ID number, Carrier legal name and adjustment memo text is displayed if these optional data fields have been provided by the jurisdiction.



Recap Detail

XXXXXXXXX

Request on Recap Detail screen – Enter Foreign Jurisdiction or All, and 
Date Range.  Acct No., Fleet No. and Supp No. is optional. 

The report includes Fleet and Carrier Information for each Supplement in 
the date range requested.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Recap Detail report is requested by going to the Recap Detail screen (Recap menu selection) entering a foreign jurisdiction, or choosing all jurisdictions, and a date range.  If you are interested in a specific carrier, you are able to enter an account number and fleet number to narrow the report. The Recap Detail Report provides a jurisdiction with all details on all registration fees, organized by vehicle, from one or all jurisdictions for a given period of time  The report includes fleet and carrier information for each supplement in the date range requested. Because of it’s size, this report may have to process overnight.  It is not unusual for this report to be hundreds of pages long.  The data displayed is relevant to the requesting jurisdiction only and does not include mileage and fees for other jurisdictions.  The fleet and Carrier Information contained on this part of the report includes all data elements in the clearinghouse related to the Fleet and Carrier.



Recap Detail Con’t

XXXXXXXXX

Following the Carrier and Fleet information for each Registration 
supplement (Recap) is a separate record for each VIN displaying 
vehicle details and fee information for the requesting jurisdiction.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the carrier and fleet information for each supplement on the report, there is a separate record for each vehicle.  This record includes all vehicle details and fee information for the requesting jurisdiction.Jurisdictions use this report to do research on a particular carrier, determine when vehicles were added/deleted from accounts and for audits. 



Carrier and Fleet

• Carrier and Fleet Information
• Carrier and Fleet Distance Details
• Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Fee Details
• Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will move into carrier reports which include fleet information, distance details. Vehicle fee details and vehicle details.



Carrier and Fleet Information

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Carrier and Fleet Information screen

Optional 
Data

Total fee paid for the registration of a vehicle 
in a jurisdiction.  This is an optional data field 
and is not included in any of the netting 
calculations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Carrier and Fleet Information report provides contact information for the carrier and lists all supplements for the fleet.   This report provides the registration pay date, supplement type and operation type for each supplement.  Some of the data on this report is optional and may not always be displayed – as an example the Exchange rate and Exchange date.  The foreign Fee Paid column represents an amount that the base jurisdiction sends for the registration of a vehicle in the jurisdiction.  This is an optional data field and is not used in netting calculations. The report can be immediately accessed by clicking on the PRINT button on the Carrier and fleet Information screen.  There are many ways to get to a particular Carrie and fleet screen including drilling down from pre and post netting detail screens, search on recap, and search on carrier. 



Carrier and Fleet Distance Details

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Carrier and Fleet 
Distance Details screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Carrier and Fleet Distance Details report includes the jurisdiction distance and apportioned percentage for the recap for a carrier/Fleet.  By pressing the Print button on the screen, this report will present in PDF format for saving or printing.  You can get to the Carrier and Fleet Distance details screen by clicking on the link adjacent to a particular supplement on the Carrier and Fleet Information screen.



Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Fee Details
Immediate Access – PRINT button on Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Fee 
Details screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Fee Details report displays the fees for a vehicle for each jurisdiction separated by fee type.  The report also includes the GVW for the vehicle for each jurisdiction.  The vehicle plate number is also shown on this report when transmitted to the Clearinghouse by the jurisdiction.   This report can be accessed in many ways – by drilling down from pre and post netting detail screens, search on recap, search on carrier and fleet and search on VIN.  The report displays when you press the print button on the Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Fee Details screen.



Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Details

Immediate Access – PRINT button on Carrier and Fleet Vehicle 
Details screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Carrier and Fleet Vehicle Details report provides detailed vehicle information for a particular Vehicle (VIN).   Fuel types and associated registration dates are listed.  In some cases, owner names with associated registration dates will be listed for a vehicle.  Owner Name is an optional data field so it is not always available.   By pressing the print button on the Carrier and fleet Vehicle Details screen, a PDF report will appear.  There are several ways to access the screen: 1.Drill down from Pre and Post Netting Details to the Carrier and Fleet screen and click on the Vehicle Details link for a particular VIN.2. Search for Recap and then select the Carrier and Fleet Information and click on the Vehicle Details link for a particular VIN.3. Search on VIN.  Access the Carrier and Fleet Information screen and click on the Vehicle Details link for a particular VIN.   



Data Return
• Includes all Recap Data Fields
• Flat File Format - HTTP or FTP
• Requested 

– Date parameters
– Processing time dependent on size of jurisdiction
– Email notice when report available

• Uses
– Resolve registration fee discrepancies
– Separate Fees
– Answer Inquiries - statistics  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Data Return function is available to all jurisdictions.  When requested, the report returns all Clearinghouse recaps and detailed data associated to the base jurisdiction for a period of time.  By selecting the data from all jurisdictions, the base jurisdiction can retrieve every detail sent to the Clearinghouse by all foreign jurisdictions for a particular month.  Jurisdictions feed this flat file data into custom applications for performing operations and manipulating the data for reports.This report is currently run by 3-4 jurisdictions regularly.   In many cases, the report is used to segregate different type of fees when the sending jurisdiction does not send the fees separately.  This data is also used by another jurisdiction to collect and report statistics related to vehicles moving through their jurisdiction.   The receiving jurisdiction has to have the ability to import the flat file data into an in house program.  



Special Reports

• Tailored to Jurisdiction Requirements
– Data and Format

• Special Programming Involved
• Process

– Request 
– Approval
– Define Requirements 
– Review Mock-up
– Program and Run Report  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Special reports are customized to individual jurisdiction requirements.  The jurisdiction sends the request to IRP and we discuss the requirements at a high level to determine an approach.  Then, any previous reports or programming efforts are reviewed to leverage the efforts for the new report. Because there is special programming involved,  an estimated time and cost for the report will need approved by the IRP CEO before going further on specific requirements gathering activities.  After the requirements are gathered, a mock-up of the format for the report is approved by the jurisdiction.  The programming begins and the report is run and delivered to the jurisdiction.  A very limited number of special reports were prepared during the modernization effort because of available resources and cost.     The most requested type of special report from jurisdictions provides details on all foreign vehicles traveling through the base jurisdiction during a specific time period – in most cases a year.  The number of vehicles at different weights seems to be of particular interest.   This report may be a candidate for a standard report which could be run by a query by each base jurisdiction for a specified time period.  I would appreciate any feedback on this approach from all jurisdictions.  Please just send me a quick email with your thoughts.That concludes the review on the Clearinghouse reports.  Now let me show you where you can find the Reports guide which is a companion to this training. 



Clearinghouse Reports Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reports Guide for the clearinghouse can be found by going to the IRP website and the Clearinghouse documentation page.  There are two quick reference guides in the document that I will point out here. 



Data Elements Cross-Reference

Find this Information…. In This Report

DOT Number Recap Information

Carrier Legal Name Recap Information

Estimated/Actual Distance Recap Information and Distance Details

Distance and Apportioned Percent Distance Details

Second Year Estimate Indicator Distance Details

Factory Purchase Price Vehicle Details

Plate Number Vehicle Fee Details

Number of Vehicles Post Netting Summary and Details

VINS Related to Carrier/Fleet Recap Carrier and Fleet Registration Link

Purchase Date Vehicle Details

Model Year Vehicle Details

Unladen Weight Vehicle Details

Supplement Type Distance Details

Operation Type Distance Details

Gross Vehicle Weight Vehicle Fee Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data Elements Cross-Reference provides a guide for finding many of the Clearinghouse data elements on individual reports.  All of the reports can be accessed by starting with the Recap Information or Carrier and fleet Information search and drilling down into the screens and links which will provide the information.  All of the reports listed on this chart can be immediately accessed using the PRINT button on the applicable screen.



Reports At a Glance
Report Description

Pre Netting Summary Report Summary of fees/credits due to each foreign 
jurisdiction for a netting period. A separate report 
can be generated for audit Recaps.  

Pre Netting Detail Report Details of fees/credits due to each foreign 
jurisdiction sorted by registration year, account 
number and type of recap (audit or regular)

Remittance Netting Report Summary of registration fees due to and received 
from foreign jurisdictions for a netting period. The 
net total determines the base jurisdiction's liability 
for the month.

Post Netting Summary Report Summary of foreign jurisdiction fees/credits and 
related number of vehicles for a netting period.

Post Netting Details Report Details of fees/credits from each foreign jurisdiction 
sorted by registration year and account number 
and type of recap (audit or regular).  Fee types are 
segregated, when applicable and each record 
includes the total number of vehicles.

Recap Information Report Estimated/actual distance, apportioned percentage 
and jurisdiction fees/credits for a recap.

Vehicle Details Report Vehicle details - owner, fuel types, vehicle type, 
make, model, purchase price and date, factory 
purchase price, unladen weight.

Vehicle Fee Details Report Fee Details including weight by jurisdiction for a 
specific VIN.

Carrier And Fleet Information Report Carrier location, carrier contact information and all 
supplements related to a carrier and fleet.

Distance Details Report Estimated/Actual distance and apportioned 
percentage by jurisdiction for a fleet.  

Recap Detail Report
All vehicle details, by VIN for a Carrier/Fleet for a 
specified period of time. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reports at a Glance chart is also included in the Clearinghouse Reports Guide.  It is a quick reference with a abbreviated description of each report.Before we open it up for questions, let me review some follow-up actions that jurisdiction representatives can participate in to enhance the value of the Clearinghouse data in their organization.



Follow-up

• Annual Meeting Session - Feedback
• Recorded Webinar for new/additional 

jurisdiction personnel
• Customized Webinars for Individual 

Jurisdiction Needs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Clearinghouse session at the Annual Meeting will include time for jurisdictions to provide feedback on the current reports and any enhancements that could help their organization to use the clearinghouse data to add value. If you are attending the annual Meeting, please think about this and consider joining the conversation.  I would love to hear from you either during the session or at other times during the conference.  Secondly, this webinar is being recorded and will be available on our website so that you can share it with others in your organization.And finally, contact me if your jurisdiction would like some individual assistance in using the data and reports to accomplish specific objectives.  We can hold an individual session to address those aspects with your group.  



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have some time for questions.  If your questions are not answered here, I will contact you individually to discuss your question.



Thank You

Please contact me with any 
questions/feedback.

Robin Murphy
rmurphy@irpinc.org

(703) 908-5849

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your attention today.  I hope that there was value in this session and realize that there may be more detailed questions related to the data and the reports.  Do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments.  

mailto:rmurphy@irpinc.org�
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